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“Working towards the integration of refugee women and children into the
local host community by removing some of the barriers that hinder their
local integration and facilitating their access to basic services”.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
The recent “state capture crisis” according
Graeme Hosken from the Sunday Times
had profound adverse consequences for
the average person on the street where
more than half of the country’s population
live in poverty. He asserts that Human
rights are not an airy- fairy concept. They
are important to ensure that everyone has
access to food, clean water, education,
healthcare and housing. Unfortunately
these needs are compromised today with
corruption at various levels by key
frontline staff are expected to assist those
in need. As a result, the state fails refugee
and
asylum
families
as
well
as
undocumented
migrants
including
children who cannot access adequate
reception facilities; are forced to endure
insufficient registration and data collection
by immigration officials who do not that
refugees are documented nor establish
refugee
status
for
a
majority
of
undocumented migrants.

Programme and Advocacy and Lobbying.
The refugee and migrant women and
children are at the heart of RCP service
delivery within the community. The other
major focus of RCP is to develop
institutional links through wider and longterm sustainable programmes with that
assist us in improve the quality and
expediency
of
our
outcome
based
objectives.
We continue to work with limited financial
resources that often do not cover all our
direct running expenses but we strive to
assure that the available financing does
cover
our
activities,
projects
and
programmes.
I would like to take this opportunity to
extend my appreciation to all our donors
for their generosity and to the Executive
Governance Board (EGB) Members for
volunteering their knowledge, skills and
expertise. Their selfless contribution and
sound leadership and mentoring support
are invaluable.

For the past sixteen years, RCP has been a
community–based organization that serves
refugee and migrant women and children.
RCP gradually extends its reach beyond its
core service of child protection services to
focusing on “Unity” and “Ubuntu” in the
community through services like Early
Childhood Development, Psychological
Support,
Vocational
Skills
Training,
Intermediary Tutorial and Afterschool

I also acknowledge and thank the RCP
Director and the entire team and the
volunteers for their commitment, loyalty
and dedication in ensuring that RCP
beneficiaries
receive
quality
and
professional services.

GOVERNANCE
Governing Board of the RCP 2017/2018
Dr.Paulin Mbecke (PhD)
Executive Chairman
Executive Governance Board

Mr. Nkululeko Ntaka
Vice-Chairperson
Executive Governance Board

Dr. Itumeleng Mahlomoje Douglas
Treasury
Executive Governance Board

Dr. Angelita Kithatu-Kiwekete
Secretary
Executive Governance Board

Mrs. Namata Josephine
(RCP Director)
Member
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ORGANOGRAM

Executive
Governance Board

Dr P.Mbecke
(Chairman)
RCP Director

Mrs J. Namata

Finance Officer
Mr. C. Mwetaminwa

Advocacy AAssist

Education

Mr .Banda

Mr. W. Musemge

Afterschool

ECD

4 Teachers

6 Teachers- Part time

Community
Empowerment

After School
Manager

Ms. L. Luyima

Vocational Skills
Training

Fundraiser

Community
Volunteers

Social Work
Interns

3 Volunteers

Mr M. Leonard .

Mr. Banda E.S.

Mr. M Germain

5 Interns

Parents
Volunteers
2Cleaner & Cook

OUR STAFF TEAM
In the year under review, we have 21 employees as our human capital; without them
we couldn’t do our quality service to our valuable clients. All are talented and skilled
in various ways. They all bring a number of skills to RCP, including professional
such as; advocacy and communication, social workers, accountancy and
bookkeeping.
………………………………………………………….
“It’s my wish to secure more partnerships in order to motivate our employees who
remain loyal to the organisation for years despite the low salaries and stipends. Your
skill and passion for your work is greatly valued and appreciated. Thank you so
much.
“Josephine Namata, Executive Director.
…………………………………………………………….
STAFF DEMOGRAPHICS
RCP Female staff including management
RCP Male staff including management
Total RCP Staff

6

14
7
21

Photo1: Staff celebrating charismas party

Photo 2: Staff posing with their mama power t-shirts
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ABOUT US
The Refugee Children’s Project (RCP)
is a relief organization founded in
2002 by a group of refugees. The
organization was formed to facilitate
the integration of refugee children and
refugee unaccompanied minors into
the South Africa society, the initial
area of intervention being the
Johannesburg
metropolitan
municipality. Since 2006, the scope of
RCP intervention has been expanding
from an exclusive focus on refugee
children and refugee unaccompanied
minors to include programmes that
also targets refugee women as the
primary care-givers of children.

and displaced women and children.
RCP strives to create opportunities to
protect and advance refugee women’s
and children’s economic, social,
political and cultural rights and
human rights in general.
Short-term interventions for longterm change
RCP’s direct services are vital to
remedy the specific current problems
faced by refugee women and children.
However, RCP emphasizes the need
for more sustainable support than
direct interventions. Therefore, RCP
promotes the ideal of long-term
positive change through its Child
Refugee and Migrant Policy (CRMP)
initiative.

Our Vision
Our vision is a world where refugee
children and their families are well
integrated and are able to live same
life style just as local communities.

RCP’s advocacy work is aimed
reviewing and challenging public
policies at local, national and
international levels in order to
influence positive change in the lives
of refugee women and children.
Through
strategically
directed
empowerment
interventions,
RCP
enables refugee women and children
to benefit from policy changes,
facilitating their access to basic
services to satisfy their needs.

Our Mission
Our mission is help refugee children
and their families to build new live in
their country of asylum by facilitating
them to be effectively integrated into
local communities and removing all
barriers that hinder their local
integration and to facilitating their
access to basic services”..

Democracy, Governance and the
Rule of Law
RCP’s advocacy work emphasizes and
promotes the respect of democracy,
good governance and the rule of law.
It believes that democracy, good
governance and the rule of law are
crucial to the realization of human
rights for all people, especially
vulnerable groups such as refugee
women and children.

Our Values
Focus on Rights
RCP believes that its strategic
objectives can be achieved only
through the fulfillment of the social,
economic, political, civil and cultural
rights of all people, especially refugees

Where we work - Today’s Reality about the community of Yeoville
Yeoville is a central suburb, located in
Region
F
of
the
Metropolitan
Municipality of Johannesburg, a
sprawling metropolis in the province

of Gauteng, South Africa.. French,
having made the long journey from
Francophone Africa, is one of Yeoville
official languages, alongside the more
8

familiar South African languages.
Unemployment
has
increased
dramatically since the last three
years. This is due in large part to the
changes described in the housing
sector, which have resulted in an
increase in the number of unemployed
individuals who are moving into the
city and land in this community. In
order to seek out a living, many of
these people have turned to the
informal economy which has boomed
in Yeoville streets. The common
informal trading activities includes:
Street vendors; people braiding hair
on the street; spaza shops; vendors
who braai traditional foods on the
pavement, and shebeens. The metro
police using municipal laws frequently
remove these informal sellers and
even confiscate their goods. To
counter this offensive, the local
traders association has been formed
to represent the vulnerable traders in
their need for survival.

participation in religious organizations
has increased dramatically. This is
because many of Yeoville residents are
foreign nationals and have only
limited
connections
in
city
of
Johannesburg besides the migrant
community. Thus, the growth of
church
participation
was
often
described
as
an
attempt
by
immigrants and newcomers to Yeoville
to integrate into a local community.
General profile of assessed clients
in 2017
In 2017, majority of our clients’
parents are between the ages of 25
and 45. In addition, 40 % of these
clients are single mothers without
very little formal education from their
home country. For most of refugees
residing in South Africa, neglect,
illness, poverty, emotional distress
and loss of hope, unemployment and
exclusion from basic means of
livelihood are part of their unfortunate
daily realities that execerbate their
living conditions..

The prevalence of building invasions
in Yeoville has had a substantial effect
on
housing
conditions
in
the
community. The rooms that are
rented out in invaded buildings are
often overcrowded, with multiple
families sharing a small house or
apartment.
Often
individual
bedrooms, living rooms, and even
hallways within a building are rented
out to families or multiple individuals,
causing severe overcrowding and
making
these
dwelling
to
be
hazardous.

These vulnerable women are not only
victims of severe poverty but also
struggle with the fact that in terms of
immigrant documentation, they don’t
exist. In Johannesburg for instance,
hundreds of thousands of refugees
live in dire poverty circumstances;
exploited and spit at by their local
landlords and neighbours. Children
are denied access to basic education
whereas parents face difficulty in
finding jobs. Hence, RCP is keen to
use any given opportunity to expand
its activities in order to reach as many
vulnerable
refugee
families
(specifically children and women).

Uncertainty of the future of the
community:
While community participation in
political and social structures has
declined over the last decade,
OUR FOCUS AREAS AND COMMITMENT
 To assist the most vulnerable
members of the communities
by providing them with direct
support.

 To advocating for their rights
(facilitating the
access to
documentation,
education,
social
justice
and
social
services to those who qualify).
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 To be accountable, respectful,
transparent at all times
 Network and collaborate with
other
stake
holder
organisations working for the
refugees

 To promote a safe environment
for our children
 To create social cohesion
among the youth.

Our overview and impression of the organisation work.
Today in South Africa, children are
becoming a prominent part of large
scale population movement both
within and between countries. These
migration movements are as a result
of poverty, political crises and natural
disasters. Thereof, it’s evident that a
number of individuals and families

including unaccompanied children on
the move are coming seeking for care
and protection across the borders of
the southern region. Our recent work
funded by the Foundation for Human
Rights reveals that South Africa has
one of thee highest number of pending
cases of asylum seekers in the world.

MAIN ISSUES AFFECTING OUR WORK
These undocumented local children
living in South Africa expect relief and
intergration into society as well as
access social services such as health
and education which has been made
possible by the state’s adoption of a
remarkable Constitution with a Bill of
Rights as well local laws regulations.
The country has also acceded and
ratified
important
protocols
for
protecting vulnerable children. The
evidence from our daily living
conditions that imply the nonadherence to the contitution, national
laws , policies and regulations as well
as the international intrusments the
country is signatory to.

immigration status or one may say
being undocumented. RCP continues
to work towards this improving the
care and protection of this specific
vulnerable group. The organisation
assists children irrespective of their
socio-economic background, sexual
orientation and nationality; who suffer
through being marginalised, hopeless,
orphaned and exploited. we have also
managed to forge new partnerships
with other organisations and forums
to lobby and advocate with one voice
on behalf of these children. In
addition, our centre continues to be
overwhelmed with new applications
but it is our hope that we are going to
cover that gap during this financial
year. All activities are also operational
even though, there are other pressing
needs which continue to present
themselves.

RCP is still faced with challenges
posed by the phenomenon of children
who cannot access basic services
within the country because of their

OUR DELIVERY MODEL
The tables below give an overview of our programmic activities for the
financial year 2017/18. The preceding section then provides further details
on our core programmes and impact during this reporting period.
Education
1.1

Direct Education Programme
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Activity
 Assessments and
selection
of
applications
 Purchases
of
uniforms
and
school shoes
 Collection
of
school
uniforms
by parents

Output
 To reduce risk of school
drop outs due to lack of
basic school supplies.
 To regularly monitor the
attendance of children
and proved performance
at school.
 To check School report
and performance
 To have an improved
physical appearance of
children and senesce of
belonging.

Outcomes
 133
children
assisted
with
school uniforms
and shoes
 8 school visits to
monitor children
progress
 40
follow
up
home visits to
children

1.2 Early Childhood Development (ECD)








To provide children
an opportunity to
develop in the areas
of
numeracy
and
literacy through play
and
creative
activities.
To
improve
the
health and wellbeing
of children through
access to adequate
nutrition.
To ensure children
are
given,
ageappropriate learning
experiences
To
promote
socialising
and
integration
of
children
from
different origins and
cultures, by sharing
and
getting
acquanted with the
same environment.






Daily nutrition to all 
children
Unstructured play for 
children
Weekly teaching for
Grade R, 4and 3years 
classes
Participation
in
recreational activities

77 children daily
meals
8 school visits to
monitor children
progress
40
follow
up
home visits to
children

2. Vocational Skills Programme




Dressmaking

training
Beadwork project
Arts
/
craft

Participates trained for 
4
months
in
dressmaking
skills
(Monday
to
11

20
students
registered and 16
graduated
after
completing every

development
and
training

Access
to
psychosocial support 
Social
integration
projects

Parenting
skill
training





Thurday,09h00 -13h00)
All
participants
attending extending

Every 4 months cycle
has 4 assignments

All participates engaged
in bead work projects 
to again more skills

assignment and
training
20
trained
in
bead work
5 new domestic
machine
6 student interns
with social worker
assisted
the
participants.

Fellow up to
10 
schools with
430 students

Holiday programme

Two weeks
School
outreach
campaigns
3 per school term

5 fellow ups made
to schools
75 Girls reached
Self-awareness
and
confidence
building
among
the group of 430.

350
home
visits 
conducted
230 clients assessed
350 fellow up visits and
family support
3
support
groups

running
2 community outreach
2
self-awareness
training with ECD staff 

270
clients
provided
with
various
interventions as
well as referrals
to other services
90 assisted with
basic
nutrition
and food security
34
clients
participated
in
three
support
groups.



23
Enrolment
assistance
31
School
exemptions
3
family
reunifications
1
community
workshop
on
challenges
affecting migrants
and refugees in

3. Girl –Child Programme



School Out reach
Fellow
up
with
individual
cases
identified during the
o\previous visits
 Referrals of the girls
to various experts as
per the needs.
4. Psychosocial Support







Intakes and face to
face assistance
Individual
counselling
Support groups
Self
–awareness
training
Assessment
Home visits and
follow up visits













5. Advocacy and Lobby






School
exemption
applications
Support to families
with no access to
social services
Family reunification
application at the
Refugee
Reception
Centres.
Assistance
with







Filling
up
the
applications
with
clients and encouraging
them to collect all
support
documents
needed by the school.
Writing
motivation
letters
Conducting community
campaigns very quarter
3 community dialogues
12















cultural mediations 
at
Social
service
office for clients.
Online application
Community
Dialogues
Community
campaigns

Referrals to Probono ,
Wits Law Clinic (WITS) 
and
Lawyers
for
Human Rights(LHR)

Nutrition and Food Security
Nutrition
 Daily meals to ECD
children
Family support
 3 meals a day
Home Visits
 Family
Development
Food Garden
plans
Provision
of
Food
 Parenting skills
Parcels
 Income
Generating
Activity
 Family
preservations
programme
 Referrals for social grant
 Attention to Child –
Headed home.

south Africa
35
online
application
assistance.

 90 food parcels
distributes
 8
Referrals
to
SASSA
 77 Children fed
with nutrition
 2 child headed
home assisted
 13
parenting
sessions
with
parents

OUR CORE BUSINESS AND PEFORMANCE
EDUCATION
Education Direct Support

This programme seeks to identify
the vulnerable children with a high
risk of dropping out of school due to
lack of means to meet the basic
needs of their children. These
school going children are aged
between 7 to 18 years. These
children are enrolled in public or
private schools with a formal
national Curriculum and Assessment
Policy States (CAPS). Parents of
these children are encouraged to
apply for school fees exemptions at

the beginning of the year. RCP
Social Workers assist parents with
family circumstance report.
The impact; These children are
always very happy not just to look
smart but also to have identity like
their class mates as well as adhering
to the school codes of conduct to be
in a full school uniform as required
by most of the schools (public and
private) in the Yeoville community.
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Photo 3: A grade 7 learner after receiving her
school uniform

Photo 4: Learners from one family after being
assisted with school uniform

Photo 5: Before
Photo 6: After
Photo 5 and 6: Lindile a social worker student intern assisting children to receive
their uniforms including the blue jersey.

Early Childhood Development (ECD)

Children attend our Crèche from 6am to 6pm
for 5 days per week from January to
December. Out of the 63 children who were
enrolled at the centre, 70% were refugee and
vulnerable migrates, while the 30% were local
South African children for the year under
review. The children are divided into three
age groups 2 years; 3-4 years; and 5-6 years.
They all attend stimulating classes.
A
curriculum with daily plans is followed. we
also promote socialising and integration of
children from different origins and cultures,

by sharing and getting acquanted with the
same environment.These children have access
to the on-site services of RCP’s qualified social
worker.
Ongoing family support will be identified and
urgently, RCP’s Family Support Workers and
volunteers engage with the child’s families, to
address the identified issues (e.g. children’s
behaviour and families who may not have
access to basic needs, like food.

OUR IMPACT
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RCP’s systematic, holistic and coherent interventions in the ECD centre, will
impact the lives of the children in Yeoville and surrounding areas in the following
measurable ways:
 Up to 100 children in Yeoville
for other ECD programmes in
and nearby areas will receive
the community;
appropriate
educational,
 Each
child
will
receive
nutritional
and
health
appropriate stimulation that
intervention
necessary
for
will enable the child to reach
sound child development;
his/her
developmental
 The ECD Principal and all 6
milestones and become schoolteachers
including
the
ready.
volunteers,
will
receive
 A minimum of 6 teachers and 4
mentoring on how to run an
volunteers
in Yeoville and
effective and efficient ECD
nearby
areas
will
receive
facility;
remunerations
and
skills
 The quality of service provided
development for the work they
by
RCP
to
the
Yeoville
will do for the children;
community will act as a model

Photo 7: ECD Children during a trip at the air
Germiston

Photo 8: Creative baking for the children Airport

Photo 9 Children having fun in the sandpit

Photo 10: a student social worker accompanying ECD
children at Germiston Airport
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Photo 11: 2017 Grade R graduation ceremony in December
VOCATIONAL SKILLS TRAINING
The Vocational Skills Training programme is a
practical skills programme which aims to
empower refugee and local South African
women with practical skills in order for them
to become financially independent and selfreliant so as to sustain a livelihood for their
families.

Curriculum: All courses are planned for with
the knowledge and training of their tutors to
be able to guide the trainees. The curriculum
is an informal basic curriculum based on the
knowledge
and
expertise
of
the
tutors/facilitators
Staff: They are 3 trainees employed on a
stipend basis per month for the programmes
respectively.
Fees: Trainers make a contribution of R100 for
registration fee and a certificate fee of R50
only for each of the programmes

Since its launch, the programme has grown to
include other activities such as beadwork
projects and “tie and die”. All these
programmes operate from Thursday, from 912pm.

Our Impact
20% of the women after graduation have
become self-reliant through self-employment
because they can make items like curtains,
school shirts and table marts which they can
then sell in flea markets in semi- rural areas of
Gauteng province.

This year RCP formed a new partnership with
Outreach Foundation. The partnership was
very fruitful, new skills like tie and dye,
crocheting, entrepreneurship and bead work
are being transferred to the women.

Future plans:
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We intend to purchase more materials and
extra sewing machines for the programme so
as we can diversify the skills in the training,
but we will keep the training numbers at 20
women. The programme anticipates that it

can offer an exit route to well skilled trainees
by providing them machines as a starting-up
capital by 2018/19 onwards, in order to create
their own jobs and become self-reliant.

Photo 12: VST class of 2017 busy with their class.

Photo 13: A group photo with VST graduates class of 2017/18 with staff members and social
Worker interns.
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Photo 14: Leonard Musago, VST teacher handing over certificates sewing learners (Women)

NOSIPHO’S STORY
enrol myself in sewing skills with RCP
assisted me to learn to sew my own
creations like bags, pillows, dresses, skirts
after graduating 4 months after training. I
have started my own business at home with
10 clients and I believe I will expand which
will assist me to get a business place. RCP
made our learning environment very
comfortable to even share our cultures
through dress making. As a South African
together with women from other nations, I
have learnt to embrace our cultures through
sewing.

Photo 15: Nosipho Mbebe Story
My name is Nosipho Mbebe. I am married
with 3 children. I live in Berea,
Johannesburg. Having the opportunity to
GIRL –CHILD PROGRAMME
The girl child support group aims at
empowering young and adolescent girls
between the ages of 11-18 years with social,
cognitive, and health skills so as to become
more responsible young adults as they grow
up.
For
instance
schools
outreach

programmes were run throughout the year
with the aim to educate young teenage girl in
primary and high school about their rights,
protection, HIV/AIDS, healthy life styles and
teenage pregnancies.

The objectives of the programme
We expect the girls to acquire skills
and information in tolerance, social
cohesion, cultural and ethnic diversity

among the group of girls at the end of
the trainings or workshops.
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To promote integration, build and
maintain
strong
supportive
relationships among the groups of
girls.
To be able to be a role model and
educate and share information with
other young girls about the different
themes discussed with in the

dialogues with an intention of
emulating
healthy
behaviours
acceptable into the communities and
society at large.
Behavioral changes during and after
the training workshops, dialogues and
group meetings.

OUR IMPACT
At RCP has observed an emergence of
social cohesion among the groups of
teenage girls has been observed, when
four Girl Child Teens clubs were
formed. This initiative gives the girls
the platforms to share experiences of
growing up, form peer support
leadership,
integrate
and
build
relationships with girls from different
diversities so as to build confidence
and self-esteem.

College and career readiness program
for girls in grade 9 specifically, who
are
prepared
and
trained
in
partnership
with
University
of
Johannesburg International Students
Society.
With
the
support
of
volunteers, social and community
workers, the groups’ training was
facilitated for free of charge benefiting
from the expertise and knowledge of
the facilitators.

Pyschosocial Support
This specific programme is linked to growth through a process of support ,
almost all the programmes in a holistic empowerment and care through various
approach. The programme supports both activites:
individual
and
groups
from
the
 Intake/ Needs assessment; every
community. Counselling and support is
individual is registered and an
key for our clients who come seeking for
assessment is done to determetern
various
social
needs.
With
our
their needs.
professional assessment, we are able to
 Home visits; we have managed
have various interventions. To most
to visit and follow up to 350
clients, integration is a challenge due the
vulnerable families of which most
post traumatic experiences on their
are single headed household made
journey
to
South
Africa.
Our
of refugee and asylum seeking
interventions are designed to address the
mothers with their children . a
basic and psychosocial needs of these
majority of these single parents
individuals and families at large.
are aged between of 26 and
In 2017, we increased our capacity to
45years.
provide psycho-socila support, which led
 Counselling; 3 to 5 sessions are
to more activities like group work for
held with individuals or families
three groups, family support, parenting
depending on the needs .
skills
meeting
and
community
 Community
outreach
outreaches. Three groups conducted with
campaigns; 2 comapaigns were
the help of social worker student intern
held to identify more vulnerable
up to the end of their interniship on 31st
children who are not in schhool
Septermber 2017. We hope to maintain
(Out of School) and those in need
the same "closed groups" because of the
of care and protection from the
emotional trauma they have experienced
community at large.
in the past. Our approach is based on
 Family
support
and
care/
person – centered development and
Followup visists; we encourage
problem solving techniques process of
families
in
their
children’s
faciliatating
indivual
jonurneys
for
19

wellbeing and for best interests of
the chldren.
 Support groups; three support
groups have been run for the last

three years and we hope to
maintain them in the next years.

OUR IMPACT
Family participation in their children’s eduaction has dratically increased wich has
lead to improved grades and performance of their children. We are continuing to
encourage new mother as well.

Photo 16: Liliian (staff) during a home visit
FOOD SECURITY
This programme was set up in order to
address the growing challenge of relief and
food insecurity in emergency situations for
families in dire need. Types of families
include;
elderly
grandmothers
with
grandchildren, the sick, new arrivals asylum
seekers and emergencies like certain death of
bread winner.

The current economic changes in food prices
in the retail market, the quality of the parcel
need to revised while on the other hand we
continue to provide sustainable means for this
families in need. We plan in 2019 to increase
our number of families from 120 to 150. We
also plan to maintain the items in the parcel
but we hope to increase the quality thus from
5kg of Millie to 10kg, Rice from 5kg to 10kg
and 3kg washing powder.

A total number of 40 families per three
months are provided with food parcels that
are meant to relieve their circumstances in
order to lessen their burden of worry and
stress to feed their families; while seeking for
employment and new ways of surviving and
sustaining their livelihoods. After a period of 3
months elapses, the families are reassessed
and followed up home visits are conducted to
determine the current circumstance.

Our Impact
Parents who receive a monthly food parcel
are also given a space at the garden to grow
fresh vegetables they can take home to feed
their children. The women have access to RCP
gardening space where they can plant
cabbage, onions, spinach, beetroot etc. These
fresh produce plays a pivotal role in the
provision of health diet to the growing
children.
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Photo 18: The Sage foundation Volunteers
planting vegetable at RCP garden.

Photo 17: Clients receiving their monthly parcels

Mama Kibwe Cecile’s Story:
I am a single parent of 6 school going age
children. My name is Kibwe Cecile an asylum
seeker from DR Congo. Before RCP supported,
I was in a dire need of food for my children,
and was often without work so I could earn
some money. I could hardly afford a meal a
day. They went to school hungry and we could

live on bread ad tea for at least 3 days. I want
to thank RCP since 2017, they have been of
great support by providing food. My children
can now concentrate on their school work and
look healthier. I got a piece job [domestic
work] which income I get helps me to pay for
accommodation and clothing for my children.

ADVOCACY PROGRAMME
When working with vulnerable group,
advocacy is a key element in trying to
facilitating a process of changes between
the clients and other key Government
Departments that assist in the wellbeing of the community;
 The Department of Home Affairs
(DHA): The DHA is our critical
Department when dealing with
refugee and migrant when it
comes to documentation in order
to legalise their stay in South
Africa. Efforts have been made
through referrals and advise to
clients on how to access legal
documentation (process of asylum
application)
form
the
DHARefugee
Reception
Centres
(mostly
children
for
their
documentation) until the process
is finalised.
 Little progress has been made in
assisting reunification cases of
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children
to
their
parents’
application. Due the change of
ministers and senior managers,
one has to start fresh to establish
stakeholders working relations
with these key role players.
 The Department of Education
(DoE); Parents were encouraged
to prepare their documentation
for
the
forthcoming
online
registration of children for grade 1
and 8 (for those living in
Gauteng).
For
parents
who
cannot afford to pay full school
fees but can manage somehow to
pay half or 65% of school fees,
such parents are assisted with us
to
apply
for
school
fee
exemptions.
 We also work extensively with
schools to raise awareness on
condition
of
children
in

communities and how they
(schools) should be sensitive to
vulnerable
children
and
accommodate their enrolment
and learning . We also take this
opportunity to create a good
working relationship with the
Provincial
Department
of
Education and District offices.
 With respect to the Department of
Social
Development
(DSD):
Referrals have been made for
children at a risk of harm from
the community. Children in need
of care and protection have been
assisted through child welfare
and DSD. In the year under
review three cases were referred.

 The Department of Health (DoH):
This Department often come to
the spotlight when it comes to illtreatments
of
refugees
and
migrants at their facilities. Our
advocacy work will target mostly
these essential frontline staff in
dialogue, campaigns and training
on the needs and rights of this
specific group. In 2017, 8 cases
were report of unprofessional
conduct by nurses from various
hospitals and clinics. The clients
were advised to consult with the
Pro- Bono (a NGO that provides
free
legal
services
in
Johannesburg) lawyers as well as
Lawyers for Human Rights that
are housed at the Constitutional
Hill in Braamfontein.

ONLINE APPLICATION FOR GRADE 1 AND 8
In 2016, the Gauteng Provincial
Department of Education introduced
an online system for application for
public school enrolment for children
in grade 1 and 8. This process assists
the Department to deal with the high
volume
of
new
applicants
for
placement purposes. But the same
system seems to fail many other
children who cannot go through the
electronic system. This has been due
to be lack of documentation of the
child or parent(s). In this situation, we
find ourselves in a very tough
situation for the placement of the
child into a mainstream school. Such
children are often referred to our after
school and intermediary learning
programme while we work with the

Department of Home Affairs to obtain
their documentation.
However, despite all these challenges
encountered
for
undocumented
children, we managed to assist and
facilitate
the
online
application
process of 35 children, using our own
facility and there was a person
assigned to facilitate the task. We
ensured that, parents were given
copies of the feedback from the
system and details of their personal
accounts on the system for follow up
purposes. As the result, 98% of
children we assisted were responded
positively by the Department and their
placement was successful. This was
very encouraging.

ENROLMENT OF CHILDREN
Beside the online application system,
other grade levels’ applications were
processed manually at district or
school levels. This means, we
managed to place children in other
grades
through
our
working

partnerships with schools and district
offices. During this enrolment and
placement process, we managed to
enroll 23 children both in primary and
high school levels.

SCHOOL FEE EXEMPTION
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The South African Constitution,
Children’s Act and the South African
School Act, prescribes that no child
can be deprived of an education due
to the economic situation of the
parent(s), guardian(s). This means, if
the parent/guardian is unable to pay
school fees, there is always an
alternative to ensure that the child
access
education
without
any
hindrances. This alternative is the
School Fee Exemption.

In this regard, we firstly ensure that,
all parents visiting RCP are aware of
this alternative when it comes to
school fees. Though our ongoing
assessments and engagements with
parents(s)/guardian(s),
we
often
encourage them (those who seemingly
qualify) to apply for exemption or we
facilitate the process.
In 2017, we managed to facilitate the
school fee exemption’s process of 31
children. However, it is always
difficult to know if applications were
successful because, schools do not
often give them the feedback. As the
result parents are likely to be taken to
debt collectors if their credit accounts
with schools balloon without any sign
of payment. In this case we always
intervene
by
writing
a
family
circumstance reports to the school.

Parents are supposed to be informed
of this alternative once the academic
year starts but often it is not the case
because, schools are not willing to
give school fee exemptions to parents
who cannot afford to pay school fees.
This remains another headache to
many parents/guardians who are
unemployed with no source of any
income.
SCHOOL OUTREACH CAMPAIGNS
We live in communities where many of
our beneficiaries are not aware of the
education system of the host country
and how their children can benefit
from the available opportunities in the
country. In this regard, we have
conducted
various
outreach
campaigns
to
the
benefit
of
community
members
and
their
children.
Few
years
ago,
this
programme
was
being
run
in
conjunction with the Department of
Education
and
it
was
called,
Admission Advocacy Campaign a
partnership was established but due
to change in human capacity at the
department, we have struggled to
forge a new partnership. We plan to

continue searching for the relevant
personal at the department to partner
with as this is an important factor to
the
implementation
of
our
programme.
Last year, we had very successful
campaigns by distributing flyers,
erecting posters and community
gathering at different schools in our
communities. As the result, we have
seen
incredible
responses
from
community members and even the
increase in the people visiting our
center seeking information. In Total,
we conducted 4 campaigns and
distributed more than five thousand
(+5000) flyers.

FAMILY REUNIFICATION
Family reunification is a process
whereby, the parent(s) or guardian(s)
who are main applicant(s) in the
asylum
process
is/are
well
documented and in the process they
also want the undocumented children

to be documented as well. Previously,,
this was a very simple and smooth
process done by the Department to
facilitate children’s reunification with
the families. But at the moment, the
process has become more difficult and
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complicated with the shift in the
polies as well as minister’s. While it’s
becoming more costly and time
consuming to finalize a single case

and in this regard, we can confirm
that, we only managed to facilitate the
reunification process of three children
to their main applicants.

Photo: 19 Fiona (Not her real name)

FIONA’S STORY: AGED 11 FROM ZIMBABWE
Fiona is an eleven (11) years old girl
from Zimbabwe. She came to South
Africa with her Granny in 2015 and
the whereabouts of her mother are not
known since Fiona’s mother left her
while she was 2 years old. Her granny
was not working in Zimbabwe and
finally she decided to come to South
Africa to search for employment
.While in South Africa, life was not
good as expected and they had to
withstand the hardship of life while
South Africa because, the relative who
was supposed to accommodate them,
changed her mind at the last minutes
and in eventually they became
stranded and homeless.

Johannesburg central in exchange
with food or a place to sleep for a
night.
At the end of the day, the granny got a
job as a house maid. This job could
only afford her to get a place to sleep
and some food but it was not enough
to take Fiona to school. Fiona stayed
at home for more than a year; the
granny started to get very concerned
and worried about the situation. A
community member referred her to
RCP. After the assessment she was
enrolled in the afterschool and
intermediately center, she was given
scholastic items such a; full school
uniform, bag and shoes while the
granny mother processed the child’s
documentation.

For survival, the granny had to seek
for
some
piece
jobs
around
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WORKING WITH PARTNERS
World Refugee Day 2017 activities with Foundation for Human
Rights (FHR)
In April 2017, with the generous
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Photo 20: Participants at the workshop «Making Human Rights Real in June 2017” listening to speakers
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Photo 21: Swamba from CBRMC giving his presentation on challenges faced by refugees and
migrants in South Africa during the workshop

Photo 22: Ms Octavia from SASSA giving her presentation on access to social services

Photo 23: Dr Angelita (RCP Board member) and Dr Paulin (RCP Chairman) at the registration table with
colleagues from Amnesty International trying to help participants
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Photo 25: Sandile and Olga both social work students from wits attending the World Refugee Day.

Specials Projects
Photo Voice Project “My sight My voice”.
RCP was honoured to be among the
recipients
of
Van
Hoorne
Entertainment funding under the
MAMAS Alliance. This fund intended
to give children an opportunity to use
imagination as a form of expression
and at RCP we took this opportunity
to let children express themselves
through
images
(pictures)
and
through the images (pictures) we
developed the major theme: My Sight,
My Voice with the following subthemes:
 Child Protection issues,
 Littering
(environment
conservation),
 Water serving and
 Alcohol and substance abuse
Initially,
we
bought
disposable
cameras which were distributed
among a group of six (6) children who
went through a basic photographic
training. Thereafter, they used their
cameras to take pictures in their own
communities in line with the themes.
During the same period, facilitators
were guiding children to take relevant
pictures and children were also

sharing
their
experiences
and
challenges faced during the process.
We did not encourage them to take
necessarily faces of people but a
picture from any distance which
carries some meanings.
At the moment, children completed
the
picture-taking
session
and
pictures are being developed at the
studio.
The way forward will be to enlarge
some pictures and inserting pictures
and comments of the photographer.
Once all these processes are done, we
are planning to have an exhibition
session at the Yeoville Police station or
the Yeoville Recreation Centre before
we hand over the pictures to MAMAS
and Van Hoorne Entertainment.
This project is quite very interesting
with a big impact among children and
it will always need a continuation.
Given this opportunity, RCP will
surely adopt the project in the future
once the project ends.
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Networks and Partnerships
RCP does not work in isolation or as an island. We work with other partners who support our cause
and that of refugees and migrants in South Africa:
 RCP is part of the Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in South Africa (CoRMSA).
 We are also part of the Johannesburg Advisory Panel (JMAP) under the city of Johannesburg.
 Also a member of the Johannesburg Child Protection Forum (CPF).
 Other partners in 2017 include we mostly partnered with Amnesty International-South
Africa,
 Coordinating Body for Refugee and Migrant Communities (CBRMC)
 Pastoral Care (Cathedral; Catholic Church )

External meetings
These meetings are also aimed at forging, strengthening, and maintaining working relationships with
different stakeholders in the broader community through lobbying and advocacy programmes to
raise awareness and sensitization with community at large on the rights of refugees. Workshops

like the undocumented children

Dr Kithatu-Kiwekete (right), MS Lebo Matose
(centre) and Mrs Namata Jospehine (left) at a
Heritage Day function to celebrate African
women in Johannesburg.

Mrs Namata posing with the UNHCR in South
Africa after a migrate workshop in Johannesburg.

SOCIAL COHESION
Heritage Day 2017
The Heritage day (24 September) in South Africa is a platform which gives an
opportunity to inhabitants of South Africa to appreciate their different backgrounds
and cultures and above all to appreciate who they are. On this day, people often
cook their traditional dishes and dress in their traditional attires. At RCP-ECD, our
children graced this occasion by dressing in their traditional costumes, shared
their traditional foods and had fun.
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Photo 26: Grade R children pose for a photo during heritage day.

Photo 27 and 28: All 4years ECD children dressed in their traditional wear during the heritage day

Migrant Support Camp
In
partnership
with
Outreach
Foundation, we managed to take more
25 children to a weekend camping in
Cullinan (outside of Pretoria) at Good
lands Estate. The camp was an
opportunity to bring children from
different
backgrounds
and
nationalities
to
share
their

experiences and challenges while
living in South Africa. The camp was
also a platform for the children to
know each other, learn from their
differences and have fun. The site was
a great camping venue for children
even for adult and they really had fun.

Photo 29: the youth busy with activities during a trip at Cullinan (outside of Pretoria) at Good
lands Estate.
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Photo 30: Germain and the youth during the camp at Cullinan (outside of Pretoria) at Good
lands Estate.

CHESS COMPETITION
After completing the Spelling bee
competition we embarked on a chess
pilot project competition at the same
school. We discovered that children
developed much interest in both

projects and we decided to adopt both
projects and promised to continue
with them in the next academic year
by expanding them to other schools in
and around Johannesburg.

SPELLING BEE COMPETITION

Spelling Bee was identified as a pressing
need at schools in our community. In this
regard, we embarked on a pilot project at
Zabantu Primary School in Yeoville which
was warmly received by the school
management
and
the
learners

themselves. We included children from
different grades (age groups) and the
event was highly competitive with the
support from the school management,
teachers and RCP. We hope to continue
with the activity in the next financial year.

Photo 31: Za-bantu Primary School (Principal) Mrs. Ashia and Pride issuing out certificates to
participants in the spelling bee competition.
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Photo 32: Za- Bantu Primary School during the spelling bee competition.

UPDATE ON REFUGEE, UNACCOMPANIED, MIGRANT AND
STATELESS (RUMS) BUSINESS UNIT
The Refugee, Unaccompanied, Migrant
and Stateless children in South
Africa-Business
Unit
(RUMS-BU)
which was established in 2016 is
progressing very well and there is a
collective commitment and willingness
from members. The primary objective
of the BU is Advocacy, Research and
Knowledge Sharing.

In 2017/2018 a research study was
conducted by RUMS to understand
the state and status of RUMS children
and minors. The findings of the
research will guide our advocacy
strategy on RUMS in future






Current active RUMS-BU members
are:
 Refugee Children’s Project
(RCP)(current chair of RUMS
BU),

NOSA,
GRIP,
New Beginningz,
Kids Haven

MAMAS Alliance Secretariat (playing a supporting role to the business unit).

VOLUNTEERS AND STUDENT INTERNSHIP
RCP was honoured this year to work
with 7 students as interns for their
social work practicals from the
universities. 6 of them are 3rd Year
students from Wits University; 1 is a
4th year student from UNISA. All
student interns are engaged in

different
community
development
programmes at different levels of case,
group and community work. These
students are under the supervision of
the social worker [Supervisor] and
auxiliary
social
worker
[contact
person] in the department.
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The programmes the students are
engaged in included; home visiting for
case and group work; and different
small community projects which
range from After school programme
extracurricular
activities
and
educative programmes like spelling
bee and chess; adult literacy support
groups like one of parents who have
children with special needs, various
case assessments. Easter egg hunt,

attending workshops and meetings
organized by the organisation and
other
stake
holders
awareness
campaigns like educating children in
schools about bullying and abuse
under
the
schools
outreach
programme were also excited by
students.

Sage Foundation involvement with RCP
look fresh and recently they have approved to
organise a year-end party for the RCP-ECD
children. RCP remains very grateful to Sage
Foundation and to all their volunteers/staff
members who are regularly involved in the
project.

On Mandela Day, Sage Foundation promised
to conduct their 67 minutes for Mandela at
RCP but considering the amount of work at
hand, they decided to make the exercise to be
a continuous and ongoing by accepting to
paint our ECD centre, work on our garden to

Photo 33: Sage staff volunteering at the centre for their 67 Minutes of Mandela
Christmas party sponsored by Sage Foundation
RCP remains very grateful to Sage
Foundation
and
to
all
their
volunteers/staff
members
whosupported our chrismas party
that
takeplace
on
the
02
December2017. This was indeed our

honour to have such a celebration for
our children. It was fun and one of its
kind. Children loved it so much and
alot of memoies have been created.
Thank you so much.
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Photo 34: Rcp children having fun during the charismas party sponsored by sage foundation.
OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
The ECD Teachers’ Meeting

motivate them to improve on the
standard of education and learning
goals of the learners in the ECD,
but most especially to motivate the
teachers to sustain the passion for
the work they do in the ECD
facility.

The teachers also held their first
meeting of the year and different
issues
were
also
discussed
between the Director, Supervisor
and Teachers. The aim of the
meeting was to welcome teachers
into the New Year, prepare and

Photo 35: Lillian (staff) facilitating an a parenting session
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REVIEW OF RCP POLICIES
CHILD PROTECTION POLICY:
Continued Internal training and preparation for the review are
underway.

INTAKE CRITERIA:
The assessment and template was
implementation of the given programmes.

reviewed

as

per

the

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION:
The strategy is being implemented with a holistic approach but with
limited funding in the year under review, some of the activities were
not implemented.

MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND SYSTEMSAND INTERNAL
COMMUNITACTION:
Standard Operation Procedures (SOP) have been refined to ensure
strict operation and management supervision with clear lines of
communication and reporting.

FUNDING:
We continue to benefit from the continued support from our longterm funders.

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS:
We are committed to maintaining the existing relationships with both
the local and internal community. We also look forward to growing
and forging new relationship.
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CONCLUSION
The Refugee Crisis is real both in
Africa and Europe. It cannot continue
to be ignored. Organisations like RCP
need more support to continue
advocating for those marginalised
group. We continue to make a
difference
by
implementing
our
strategic projects to innovatively
address gaps created during the
process of integration of refugee
women and children into the local
societies. Based on the principle of
human rights culture, RCP projects
place specific emphasis on the access
to basic resource and service,
employing an integrated service
delivery approach to alleviate multiple
problems faced by refugee women and
children.

services for like the ECD provided a
safe and friendly (77 protection) of our
children
those
at
risk;
VST
programme assisted the 20 women to
become
self-reliant;
Psychosocial
support has assessed and intervened
to more than 150 cases and the
advocacy programme has organised
three outreach campaigns to maintain
and create awareness among the large
community about the right and needs
as well as the responsibilities and
obligations of the refugees and
migrants in the host country.
Lastly but not least, we would like to
once again thank all our partners,
and donors for their continued trust
in RCP. We would not have progressed
to this level without your financial
capital. A special note of appreciation
goes
to
our
biggest
partner
Kinderfonds Mamas and Mamas
Alliance
for
the
continued
partnership. We also appreciate the
broader
Yeoville
community
for
working closely with us.

In addition, RCP endeavours to
ensure that the rights of refugee
women and children, regardless of
their groupings, are realised in
accordance
with
the
relevant
domestic, regional and international
standards. In a nut shell, most of the

CONTACT US
Visit Address:
No 11 Natal Street,
Bellevue/Yeoville
Johannesburg City
South Africa

Mailing Address
P.O. Box 15744
Doornfontein 2028
Johannesburg, South
Africa

Tel: +27 11 0288 017

E-mail: rcp@rcp-africa.org
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